Germany is an extremely advanced country not only financially but in many other ways. I will leave this on the side as anyone who wants to make the appropriate research will find the necessary things to understand the importance of Germany, let alone its past.

But what does "Advanced" mean when you have jews and you are literally experiencing Clown World in your literal midst? Nothing.

We have only degenerated; we did not advance. What has advanced is only externalizes such as computers, and even these, are not to the point that humans pretend that we are.

The situation is our enemy is there and rules it with the tightest and most insane grip. I write this to make this some of you understand, that some people and some excrement on this planet are beyond any saving, and this includes many White people. While these are less than other cases with species, every species on this planet has its own share of terrible idiots, who threaten its existence, and who have to be dealt with if people want to live. Likewise, people have to self improve on a constant basis to avoid calamity, and this is not a joke, but how existence operates. Nowadays these rules are forsaken completely, and we are working against them, as such experiencing all the perils that we do.

We do what we do to awake those who are useful and will remain useful to their species and this world, and not monkeys and the worthless individuals who are traitorous and will in the end as per usual do nothing.

The belief that one is to "Save" every disgusting person on this planet, and all these sleeping mammals that pretend to be "human", while having less intelligence than most of the animals of earth, are absurd. One must move away from if they suffer or not. This is given, all beings suffer or can possibly suffer. Also, any being can invite suffering onto themselves, either through ignorance, weakness, or inability.
In the case of humans however this becomes even worse: the stupidity and weakness of another (or the people of an era for that liking) can invite the catastrophe of whole civilizations, it's literal flattening either by another civilization or due to circumstance. This also includes natural misfortunes or calamities, such as diseases. Humans also do create on their own due to stupidity, their own calamities and diseases, which in turn come to destroy them later at a given time where things cannot be properly dealt with.

The above also has a social dimension. Certain social norms for example can backfire severely and ruin a civilization, all while it may start with the best of 'intentions'.

It doesn't take a big brain for anyone to understand that sexual promiscuity at insane levels, plus race mixing, plus low IQ, plus overuse of anti-biotics, is creating things now like Super Gonorrhea and other infections that cannot go away with any use of any known medications. What is written here is not a conspiracy, it is a reality. The demographics of people who create these the most also have to say intelligent things like "We are very natural in what we do, we are fine with whatever we do" and other clever modern meme replies, while essentially their mere existence becomes a bio-hazard that can potentially take down everyone else.

For those that do not know, if present day infections move past the power of the anti-biotic [Created by yet another "Cursed" White Man who saved the world for a few centuries with this] we will simply perish by these diseases in large numbers, and do not expect Rife or Tesla to be close around to this planet block to help, they aren't here. These things have happened before in history, and they have happened also when least expected.

The above is only one example, of the many. Social perils such as forced mass migration, where nobody is even 'asked' in the otherwise "Democratic" system, are also said perils that can backfire. Only with far more less certainty than the above.

Instating democracy has made the stupid and the worthless, all have the same "Value", the same "Vote" and the same "Opinion". Why change will never come out of this system is simple, in that how one erects governments is through mass brainwashing of the masses, which are guided to elect whatever their own stupidity reflects. This is the definition of the mob rule and it will come to more and
more resemble communism especially as the racial and intellectual level of people sink.

What we hear very frequently from people is that they whine about how they want to be "Saved" (they are lazy after all, cannot save themselves, too taxing to their little shitty brain to think a little bit) and how they want "Change" to come. Meanwhile, they support systems which essentially are generated directly from the "People themselves", i.e., the large mass of the careless and the cesspool, which only creates societies based on its own putrid reflection.

The only "Change" they do on themselves during democracy is to change the position they sit on the couch, while effectively another big change they do is change the type of weed they smoke, or the channel of their Netflix. This is all one is "Changing" during democracies, and this is because, there is really no necessity to change, just to degenerate.

"Changing" as in waking up during the current system is not only punishable both by mob and related retards, but can have one meeting with imprisonment or worse.

I will relate an articles here from Germany so you can understand that some people are too far gone and too far boozed out cattle, and for you to cut sympathies to the generalizations of "All of them will be saved" because they will not.

They are not going to be "Saved" as a whole.

Nobody can also save someone from them having chosen personal damnation and to become a meme of the Clown World of 2019.

**Asylum Seeker Convicted of Attempted Murder After Stabbing German Host Family's Child**


I will recap the story here real quick. So a German guy and his wife, who had an 11 year old, took the meme of "TAKE THE MIGRANTS IN YOUR OWN HOME IF YOU NEED THEM STUPID!" and took an Eritrean into their house.
After what appears to be some sort of insane love triangle between the couple and the Eritrean homeboi, as, let's be honest with ourselves, except of some sexual dysfunction, it's hard to accept reasonably that they literally did this, they went into a beef with the real advanced specimen savage, which was housed there, fed there, and probably also the cuck man gave him his own wife for a round every so often, to make sure she would contract or exchange some Super Gonorrhea.

What happened effectively was from what I can assume they filmed the Muslim or the Muslim filmed himself, and then the Muslim went into monkey mode, and took a knife and stabbed their 11 year old son with the intent of killing him. Being that weak and shitty of a monkey, he even failed to kill someone by stabbing them on the throat, and the poor kid remained mentally disabled for life.

The life of this child is now permanently ruined because his mother was a dumb whore, and his father a worthless amassment of cuck genetics, so this child now will have to live a life of ruin as a result of their parents getting too affected by Frau Merkelstein and Television, on how good the migrants are.

The "Brave BBC" and the "Masculine Muslim Man" didn't also take the rage out on the cuck white father, but on the child, of course. Didn't even pick up someone on his own size, he had to attack the kid.

His lower than the low mother, with her uncontrolled affections and pussy thirst, went into court and just said that they are "Sad" and "offended" by the behavior of her brown monkey boyfriend, who effectively LITERALLY KILLED HER OWN KID, but just failed out of a coincidence.

The Germany of 2019 gave the brown **savage only 7 years in prison**. Stealing a car gets you around 15, while questioning the holohoax on Twitter can give as many as 5. However, assault and rape against children in Germany takes around from 6 months to a couple years, that is, if you are not bailed out by the jewish justice system because "Poor invading boy didn't know and dindu nuffin", and this monkey also said the typical line of "The Devil Made Me Do it" and got away with it.

"It is not possible for a woman to see a Muslim naked, this must be punished with death," Abdulrahman said, asserting that 'the devil' had ordered him to carry the knife.
The child now suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder and has reportedly not been able to attend school.

"We always helped Abdulrahman," said the victim's mother. "We do not understand why he did this to us."

The worthless spec of shit mother's court appeal may have been something like this. "We always helped Abdulrahman, like good motherfucking slave cuck goyims of the jews. We tried to put this savage goyim to live with us since we are all goyim. We helped him like his slaves cause Muh Leftism. We became a living MEME for jews to laugh at, and then he killed our boy almost, but my real question because I care more about the monkey savage than my own son is, "Why did he do this to us?" - I as the slut mother feel no sadness or grief, as I am too hormonally castrated to feel any form of hatred, plus unless my TV tells me it is OK to hate because my child was almost killed by a monkey, I will not hate him. Hate is for idiots. We are advanced people of 2019 so we cannot hate. We eagerly wait for Abdulaman to come fuck us in the butt when he comes out of prison, Amen to that Rabbi Jesus Christ and his forgiveness. Our son now without vocal cords and permanent PTSD at 11 years old, wishes Abdulrahman well. Please mommy Merkel bring more brown sausage migrants in so we can stuff our holes with small brown penises of Ubermensch that attack our children when they are angry at us. Keep evil Hitler away from us, praise the jews, and also please Mega-Jew-State of Merkel, do not worry, we will never seek any vengeance or wake up even after we literally LIVED through the damnation and saw it manifest in our own household, as we take all our benzos and drugs, and we will never reply to this. Hatred is not the solution".

It should be clear when one gets their head out of their "Save everyone" asses, that some members of humanity are too far gone, and that even saving them would be a waste of energy. One cannot waste their energies to reverse all the decadence of everyone, as this is too much of energetic expenditure.

The same morals of 'saving everyone' have led us here, coming straight from Christianity. If the above is not the most direct incarnation of being a total slave of christianity, then one fails to understand what is. This mother should be now in disciplinary or in prison for her actions, but she is not 'liable' for bringing a wild animal inside her house. If you bring a dangerous ape into your house and you put it sleep with your toddler, and crushes its neck, then that it is your own fault. The migrant should get at least 20 years in the lowest grade prison, but he will
take instead 7 in a country where prison, compared to his native land, is like living in a 5-star hotel.

What does not want to save itself should be allowed to take the free fall into its own damnation, as helping one's self begins within.

Energy devoted could go to people who actually want to be helped, and propel them to help themselves.

As for the lost cases, let them burn. Nobody needs this mudshark leftist retard and her cuck husband to survive, who sacrificed their own kid to the Eritrean orangutan, and hardly shed tears or wanted revenge. All these people are fit for is the gutter of existence and it should be looked at by people with a brain that the existence of these people is alarming to our safety as a species, if anything else.

Shame, curses, and calamities should follow these people who abet the jews and incarnate their jewtrix, is what should follow them. Unironically, this is what they are also manifesting for themselves. This situation is also beyond any "saving".

We are combating the jewtrix to help people who have some actual value, and yes, there are absolutes on which this value can be counted, while others have no value as proven by their actions.

While the Nazarene praises those who help the world's heap of trash, expand it and increase it, we have come into this world for the opposite - to limit and decrease the influence of this livid trash, it's jewish master, and to escape this world from annihilation, for the future proper and healthier, saner generations, with the bigger aim to create a more blessed and powerful humanity.

The Nazarene and jews need slaves like the above, to house their migrants, to ruin their homelands, to keep us back in our evolution. They thrive on human misery, as their pastors thrive and live by human suffering and pain. They desire damnation for humanity to justify their jews moral dogma. Every time humanity is closing in to the worm, they experience euphoria, and everytime retardation hits harder on humanity, they proclaim to themselves the sermon on the mount, and how the retards, the meek, the idiotic, and the trash of the earth shall inherit earth. Then when this manifests, they hide behind huge walls in the Vatican, and increase the mass damnation until nothing on this planet remains.